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With increasement of terror attacks and attempts of disruptive the civil prosper life, �rst 

responders must act immediately with lack of critical information regarding the area, 

facility, status and many moving parameters that can be critical for the operation 

success and may de�ne operation as success or not due to lack of raw, immediate real 

time intelligence for the forces and decision maker on ground

ThirdEye Systems allow the forces on ground get a real time, analyzed information for 

all the critical intelligence they require to operate in complex environment that 

changes frequently. The CHIMERA payload mounted on a various type of drone that 

can be operated by the force immediately and transmit analyzed data in real time in a 

rapidly changed situation

Cost effective, easy to operate and maintain 

Immediate deployment 

On board autonomous analytics with real 

time transmission

Can be mounted on existing tools

Can be operate on-the-move with only 1 man

Can be synchronized with other measures in �eld

Adjustable for user’s speci�cations and needs

Integrated with existing data (maps, topography)

Map covered scanned zones with Geo-Location attract

Auto Tracker

Real time data �ows directly to the forces on ground

Of�ine operated

Operator can control multiple tools
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In an event of disaster, rapid response is the leading motive, �nding survivals in a 

chaotic environment, sometimes unconscious, is a great and critical challenge for  

Search & Rescue teams, to �nd survival within less than 72 hours in a large scale area 

that was changed completely due to a �ood, earthquake or any disaster, it’s very hard 

task. Surviving chances are decrease due to the unknown area that rapidly changes

ThirdEye System’s autonomous system will allow you to increase abilities of scanning 

large scale, dif�cult and changing terrain area, the system independently analyze 

abilities will locate and indicate in real time on survivals and designated objects in 

�oods, ruins, �re, and more.

SEARCH&RESCUE

MAKING SYSTEMS SMARTER

Fast deployment and operation

Area Dominance- adaptable for the mission- 

Off-line mode

Operator can active few tools simultaneously

covers 500,000 m2 in 1-hour �ight

Autonomous planned mission 

Increase situational awareness

Auto geo location send to the operator 

All the data �ow to one source- location, 

other forces location, scanning areas, status, maps

Function by mission- security distance, 

classi�cation category, object classi�cation precision

mechanical and software wise

SYSTEM ADVANTAGES:



  CHIMERA  is a day and night payload incorporating an uncooled LWIR

      thermal imager and HD day EO camera in a compact lightweight package. 

         Chimera 3 runs state-of-the-art Object Recognition analytics.

           It operates in real time, on-board the camera, while flying or moving,

         allowing the user to recognize human, vehicular or even a fire

      presence, increasing user’s situational awareness.

The Chimera Advantege

Imager:   1600 x 1200, 3.75um

Optics:   9mm lens (18° x 11°) / other options 

Frame Rate:   30Hz Imager:   Microbolometer 384x288 / 

               640x480 (VGA), LWIR 7.5-14um

Optics:   35mm lens / 19mm lens 

Frame Rate:   25Hz

Power Consumption:   4W

Camera Dimensions:   50mm x 65mm x 45mm

Total Weight:   370gr

Detection Rates:   96% up to 100m

95% up to 180m

92% up to 250m     

Security Made Autonomous

VIS Camera

Detection

Thermal sensor

Ratings

Analytics

Built in ATR

Object tracking

Optimal VMD mode

Compatible with Pixhawk OS and more 

Real time target augmentation on video stream

Seamless operation on DJI Matrice 200 and above

Unique single frame detection for fast moving platforms

Geo-positioning

Display noise box of UAV

Indication of scan coverage

Display detected target on map

Display live drone location on map

Exact coordinates of detected target

Camera Field of view rojection on map 
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Tactical & Security Equipment
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The Meduza is an electro-optical scanning system dedicated for drone recognition. It use 

state-of-the-art analytics on-board, in real-time, allowing very fast scanning mode.

The Meduza can replace radar (up to 1.5km) systems or operate as a complementary 

system to long range detection systems, radar or RF (up to 4km).

The Meduza is completely passive, man-portable, and operates even against complex 

backgrounds in the below horizon scene. It is already integrated with advanced Counter 

UAV systems worldwide 

94% recognition success (�eld proven)

Up to 1.5 KM

Integration with existing systems and C&C

Multi objects recognition

Cost Effective

Completely passive- no Interference 

with frequencies and signals

Portable version

Detects drones in complex background

Drone tracking capability
Complete sector coverage against drones 
and human threats
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Automatic Target Recognition (ATR)




